**Exhibition Guide**

1) Denise Stahl, *Wood* (木 *mu*)

2) Janice Sweeney, *Fly* (飞 *fei*)

3) Wang Dongjun, *Tai Chi* (太极 *tai ji*) (Not displayed in exhibition)

4) Steve Skowron, *Chicken* (鸡 *ji*)

5) Qi Ji, *Spring* (春 *chun*)

6) Qi Ji, *Winter* (冬 *dong*)

7) Nahid Navab, *Farewell* (再见 *zai jian*)

8) Wang Dongjun, *The Bronze Age* (青铜時代 *qing tong shi dai*)

9) Wang Jingwei, *Lightness* (烎 *yin*)

10) Wang Jingwei, *Confucianism* (儒 *ru*)

11) Priscilla Young, *Beetle* (蝤 *jie*)

12) Yang Fei, *Rain* (雨 *yu*) (Not displayed in exhibition)

13) Yang Fei, *Secluded* (幽 *you*)

14) Zhai Dongwei, *Fish* (魚 *yu*), (Not displayed in exhibition)
15) Kavyahekha Pulagam
*Day & Night, Day & Night*,
(Not displayed in exhibition)

16) Kavyahekha Pulagam
*Art lives in my heart*
(心 xin, 口 kou, 画 hua)
(Not displayed in exhibition)

**The Confucius Institute at Mason** (CIMason) is a partnership between George Mason University, Confucius Institute Headquarters (Hanban) and Beijing Language and Culture University (BLCU). The Institute offers educational programs about Chinese language and culture to schools, community organizations, interested individuals, and businesses. The Institute is part of the College of Visual and Performing Arts at George Mason University. The year of 2014 marks the 5\textsuperscript{th} anniversary of CIMason and the 10\textsuperscript{th} anniversary of the first Confucius Institute in the world.

**Characters, Language & Design**

Opens February 5\textsuperscript{th} - March 8\textsuperscript{th}
Address: Founder Hall, 3351 North Fairfax Drive, Arlington, VA 22201
Reception: Thursday, February 5\textsuperscript{th}, 5:30 pm